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From the Desk of the Director

At the outset, I heartily wish everyone a very 
Happy New Year of 2020. Few significant 
developments happened at IJIRA in the field 
of research in the fourth quarter of this year.

IJIRA has successfully transferred a 
technology of “Bio-lamination of jute fabric” 
to two jute mills. A new direct back to back 
creel-feed system has been developed by 

IJIRA for shuttle-less looms which is under commissioning stage 
at a jute mill.

NRDC has sanctioned a project on “Development of Low-cost fully 
Automatic Jute Based Sanitary Napkin” manufacturing machine 
to IJIRA. Hon’ble Secretary (Textiles) Shri Ravi Capoor has shown 
keen interest in the project.

I thank the Editorial Board for its effort to bring out this edition of 
IJIRA Newsletter in time. I will welcome any positive suggestions/
comments and constructive criticism too which will help us improve 
upon it.

Dr. U.S. Sarma 
Director, IJIRA
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 Salient R&D Works Carried out during October-December 2019

1. Agreement with RMPL for diversified Jute product development

 IJIRA has signed Research Agreement with Response Merchants Private Limited (RMPL) for development 
of innovative Jute diversified products for their value added application.  

2. Technology demonstration on ‘Biocompostable lamination on Jute’

 IJIRA developed technology of biocompostable lamination on Jute fabric has been demonstrated and/or 
transferred to two Jute industries including Ganges Jute Pvt. Ltd. & Gloste Ltd.  IJIRA has standardized 
the process of biocompostable lamination on Jute cloth at industrial level. Interested entrepreneurs may 
request for Technology Transfer. 

3. Development of Creel Feed Assembly for S4 Looms

 Indian jute industry has recently installed many multi-phase rapier looms, popularly known as S4 loom, 
for production of cloth for Type A B. Twill jute bags. These looms are high-speed and high productive. As 
per conventional practice, warp yarn is fed in this loom from a weaver’s beam which is prepared through 
winding and beaming process. Conversion of spinning bobbin to weaver’s beam requires machinery as 
well as manpower.

 Considering the fact that weaving of Type A cloth requires lesser numbers of warp threads, in a recent 
activity at IJIRA, effort has been made to develop a creel feed assembly for S4 loom for supply of warp 
yarns directly from spinning bobbins. A prototype model of creel feed assembly has been fabricated with 
measures for control of warp tension. Trial run conducted at IJIRA has shown encouraging results.

Indian Jute Industries’ Research Association
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With initial findings, efforts are now being made 
to conduct elaborate studies in mill condition. 
For judicious utilization of floor space, the 
creel assembly has been designed to feed two S4 
looms. A creel of such design has been fabricated 

and under trial at M/s Hukumchand Jute Mills. 
Another creel is under fabrication after which the 
performance of the creels and time-motion study 
would be conducted.

Indian Jute Industries’ Research Association
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The expected benefits of the creel-feed assembly 
are –
•	 Direct	use	of	 spinning	bobbins,	 thus	omission	

of warp winding, beaming and beam handling 
devices

•	 Lesser	 floor-space	 requirement	 as	 warp-
winding, beaming space won’t be required. 

•	 Immediate	 replacement	 of	 faulty	 yarn	 causing	
recurrent warp breakage

•	 Reduced	man-days/MT	for	production	of	Type	
A, B. Twill jute bags

4. Design and Development of Continuous 
Damping, Calendaring and Cutting Machine 
for Jute Fabric

A demonstration trial of the developed Continuous 
Damping, Calendering and Cutting Machine with 
automatic cloth folding device has been done 
before the jute industry in order to disseminate the 
development made and transfer of the technology. 
The machinery fabrication partner M/s Madhabi 
Engineering Works Pvt. Ltd. has so far received 
work order from three jute mills for supply of 
cutting and folding machine to run in tandem with 
the mills’ existing calendering machines.

5. Transfer of technologies to the Jute mills
 Process improvement for producing better 

quality yarn 

M/s Eluru Jute Mills Private Ltd. (Unit: Chattishgarh 
Jute Industries) had approached IJIRA to carry 
out a study in the area of process improvement in 
spinning, particularly reduction in jute loss% and 
improvement in spinning productivity. 

Accordingly, the study was undertaken by IJIRA 
Technical Team from 10.12.2019 to 30.12.2019. 
During the study, the team observed the machine 
and process parameters in detail starting from 
Selection to Spinning section.

Based on the findings obtained through floor level 
observations, study of relevant mill records, testing 
of process materials and machine parameters, 
snap study at the mill floor, etc. a brief diagnostic 
report has been prepared and analyzed. Corrective 
measure for improvement was suggested and 
implemented jointly with mill personnel. 
Suggestions were also made for further process 
improvement.
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A. SECOND FIELD STUDY FOR ASSESSING 
THE COMPARATIVE EFFICACY OF THE 
APPLICATION OF JUTE GEOTEXTILES 
OVER CONTROL SECTIONS IN PMGSY 
ROAD CONSTRUCTION AT MANIPUR

Monitoring of PMGSY Road constructed using 
various types of Jute Geotextiles 

Introduction: 

IJIRA has undertaken a R&D Project entitled 
“Development of Standards for use of Jute Geotextiles 
in Rural Roads” sponsored by the Ministry of 
Textiles, Govt. of India and Indian jute mills. Under 
the said project simulation work on efficacy of use 
of jute geotextiles in rural roads has been conducted 
at IJIRA laboratory in model pavement. In the 
laboratory experiments three different types of jute 
geotextiles (JGTs); standard 724 gsm JGT for road 
construction, 724 gsm JGT with IJIRA developed 
rot-proof treatment and newly developed jute-PP 
geotextiles, have been used.

To understand the field level efficacy, a PMGSY 
road in the Kakching district of Manipur has been 
constructed using these JGTs along with control 
stretches to conduct comparative assessment. The 
construction of the road was completed in December, 
2018 and the first performance monitoring of the 
said road was conducted in February, 2019 by 
IJIRA, Manipur Institute of Technology (MIT) and 
Manipur State Rural Roads Development Agency 
(MSRRDA). The MIT is the State Technical Agency 
for construction of PMGSY Road in Manipur.

The second performance monitoring of the said 
road has been conducted on 17th and 18th October, 
2019 in presence of Shri U.K.Guruvittal, Chief 

Scientist, CSIR – Central Road Research Institute, 
Shri P.K. Choudhury, Principal Technologist, 
National Jute Board, Dr. S. K. Chakrabarti, Deputy 
Director, IJIRA, Shri Ph. Bimol Singh, Executive 
Engineer, PIU-I, Thoubal, RED/ MSRRDA, Dr. Y. 
Arunkumar Singh, Associate Professor, Dept. of 
Civil Engineering, Manipur Institute of Technology, 
Shri Palash Paul, Scientist, IJIRA, Shri Th. Basanta 
Singh, NERC-IJIRA amongst others.

During the monitoring relevant test data have 
been collected and the analysis of the same will be 
conducted in due course.    

Road Description

Name of the road: PMGSY road named “Hiyanglam 
to Hiranmei” (Road code MN0832) in Kakching 
District (previously in Thoubal District) under 
RED/ MSRRDA, Govt. of Manipur.

Starting and ending date of road construction
•	 Length	of	road	:	4.8	km
•	 Start	of	civil	road	construction	:	September	2017	
•	 JGTs	laying	work	:	from	February,	2018	to	 

April 2018.
•	 Length	of	JGT	applied	:	1.5	km	(chainage	0+0.41	

to	0+1.9)
•	 End	of	civil	road	construction	:	December,	2018
The experimental rural road for field trial from 
Chainage 0 km to 2.4 km length was constructed 
following the usual practice but with JGTs in 
between subgrade and granular sub-base as well as 
keeping control sections, one at beginning and one 
at jute after JGT laid road. The details of the chainage 
for various road sections and types of JGTs used are 
given below – 

Activities at IJIRA-NERC
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Chainage No.
Section 1: 0 km to 0.409 m (409 m) = Control 1, No JGT 
Section	2:	0.409	km	to	0.885	km	(476	m)	=	Rot-proof	treated	724	gsm	JGT
Section	3:	0.885	km	to	1.350	km	(465	m)	=	Jute-PP	blended	JGT
Section	4:	1.350	km	to	1.9	km	(550	m)	=	Standard	724	gsm	JGT
Section	5:	1.9	km	to	2.4	km	(500	m)	=	Control	2,	No	JGT

Monitoring Work

During the second monitoring work, the following 
tests have been conducted to understand the 
behaviour/ performance of the experimental road - 

1. Evaluation of subgrade quality of the road by 
measuring in-situ subgrade soil strength (CBR) 
using Dynamic Cone Penetrometer (DCP)

2. Determination of the rebound deflection of 
pavement under a standard wheel load and tyre 
pressure by Benkelman Beam test

3. Determination of roughness of the road surface 
by Merlin test

4. Biodegradability study of the Jute Geotextiles 
applied

Field monitoring of PMGSM Road constructed in Manipur
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B. Visit of Officials of Ministry of Textiles, Govt. 
of India in NERC- IJIRA on 22nd October 2019.

 Hon’ble Joint Secretary, Ministry of Textiles, 
Shri Sanjay Sharan and Shri Nihar Ranjan 
Dash along with Shri Kishan Singh Ghughtyal, 
Deputy Director, National Jute Board visited 
NERC- IJIRA on 22nd October 2019. The officials 
began their visit from the newly constructed 
Focussed Incubation Centre (FIC) for product 
diversification in Indian Jute Sector using Digital 
printing Technology where Padding cum Stenter 
/ curing machine has been installed. 

 The senior officials also paid visit to the soil testing 
laboratory. The soil testing equipment laboratory 
and its testing procedures for the determination 
of soil testing parameters were explained. They 
were also explained on the functioning of the 
different wet processing, Powerloom and allied 
machinery and textile testing equipments 
available at the NERC.

 The officials also visited the PSC building of 
IJIRA-NERC to observe the machinery available 

for Jute bag making (JDP), displayed Jute 
Geotextiles samples, Jute based Sanitary napkin, 
Jute fibers from the retting carried out using 
IJIRA microbial consortium (IJIRA-SUBHRA).

C. VISIT TO BAMBOO TECHNOLOGY PARK, 
GUWAHATI

 Dr. U. S. Sarma, Director, IJIRA along with Shri 
Th. Basanta Singh, Officer In Charge, NERC-
IJIRA visited Bamboo Technology Park, IGC 
Chaygaon, Jambari II, Kamrup (Rural), Assam 
on 21st October 2019. 
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Visit to Bamboo Technology Park, Guwahati
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VISIT OF NRDC OFFICIALS

IJIRA has proposed to develop a continuous 
automatic machine for making sanitary napkins out 
of jute pulp and submitted the proposal to NRDC 
for consideration of financial assistance under its 

Priority Project Scheme. NRDC has approved the 
project and sanctioned an amount of Rs. 10 lakhs 
for the said project. Secretary (Textiles), Govt. of 
India has shown keen interest in the project.

Thereafter, a Project Review Committee was formed 

A. POWERLOOM SERVICE CENTRE 
ACTIVITIES

•	 Technical	Consultancy,	AMC	and	Training:	

 IJIRA-NERC & PSC had carried out technical 
consultancy as well as AMC works at Indian 
Institute of Handloom Technology, Guwahati 
and training on Powerloom have been provided 
to the final year student of the said Institute. 

•	 Yarn & Fabrics sample Testing : 

 IJIRA-NERC & PSC had carried out yarn & 
fabrics sample testing supplied from different 
farms/Factories/Institutions available in the 
North Eastern Region. 

•	 Survey	of	Powerloom	Units	:

 IJIRA-NERC & PSC had carried out the survey of 
powerloom units available in the North Eastern 
Region and finding out the products varieties 
producing by the respective units. 

B. Readymade Garment/ Jute Diversified Product 
Training Program :

 Tool Room & Training Centre, Guwahati, 
Ministry of Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises 
(MSME) has started two months training program 
on Readymade Garments Manufacturing/ Jute 
Diversified product with technical assistance 
by Indian Jute Industries Research Association 
(IJIRA) Guwahati . 

                       

C. MEETINGS AND SUMMITS

 Dr. U. S. Sarma, Director, IJIRA along with Shri 
Th. Basanta Singh, Officer in Charge, NERC-
IJIRA attended the NERTPS meeting chaired by 
Secretary (Textiles) held at Guwahati, Assam on 
22nd October 2019.

Events & Visits AT IJIRA
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Training program at IIHT, Guwahati, Assam

Training program at IJIRA-NERC, Guwahati, Assam
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FEC MEETING OF IJIRA
The 118th Finance & Executive Committee meeting was held on 1st November, 2019, at IJIRA.

COUNCIL MEETING OF IJIRA
The 207th meeting of the Council of Management of IJIRA was held on 10th December, 2019, at IJIRA.

AGM FOR THE YEAR 2019-20
The	53rd Annual General Meeting of IJIRA was held on 1st November, 2019, at IJIRA.

Meetings :

Other Publications
A paper entitled “Studies on blending of Bhimal fibre with jute” was published in the journal “Man Made 
Textiles	in	India”,	Vol.XL	VII	No.	6.	in	the	month	June,	2019.	The	paper	was	authored	by	Soumita	Chowdhury,	
Palash Paul, Biswarup Nandy

by CMD, NRDC. The committee had its first review 
meeting on 19th December, 2019 and inspected 
various infrastructural facilities available at IJIRA 
and felt that IJIRA is well capable to carry out the 
project. The committee expressed satisfaction in 
terms of work plan and design of the new machine. 

The quality of the product to be produced by the 
newly designed automatic Sanitary Napkin machine 
is expected to be better than the semi-automated 
one. The design of the machine will be jointly 
registered by IJIRA and NRDC. 


